
Day 1
• Flight Training ... Meet the command 

line & framework of choice  
(rails, django).

• Liftoff ... Follow directions, survive.
• Weightlessness ... Once in space, 

we adjust and deploy over and over 
again. We’ll be spending the day in 
HTML & CSS.

• Stare into space ... A fly-by of recent 
deployments from NPR, National Geo-
graphic, and The Washington Post.

• Post-training ... Listen to, and have a 
drink with, the pros: Web/mobile/ 
tablet design professional discussion.

Day 2
• Help! ... Let’s break stuff and figure 

out what we did wrong. And where to 
look for help.

• Liftoff again ... We teleport back to 
earth and take another spaceship up, 
just because we can now.

• Resources for further exploration and 
discovery (specific next steps  
to take on your own to build upon 
what you did in class). 

• Post-training ... It’s top secret. Or we 
don’t have our idea nailed down yet. 
Either way, Saturday night in the Twin 
Cities is easy fun, so stick around.

iPad/Tablet Boot Camp
JULY 12-13 • MINNEAPOLIS • UniversitY of Minnesota

Quick courses

The training  Over two days we’re going to fly a rocket into space.  
Expect a massive surge up front, weightlessness for the rest of the weekend. It’s 
the only way to do this right, to translate your design skills to the next frontier: 
the tablet. We’ll get you online, build your understanding of code, backfill the 
gaps and teach you to search for the answers when you are on your own. 

Forty million tablet devices were sold in 2012, and the introduction of the iPad mini 
and similar 7” tablets as well are reopening doors for design and the news industry. 

You’re not too late to embrace this next wave of skills and technology, and to appreciate 
some of the best work being done in journalism today. Join us in Minneapolis!

Cost 
Free for SND members
$25 for non-members

Register at
www.snd.org/training

Site
University of Minnesota
111 Murphy Hall, 206 
Church St SE
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Hotel
The Commons 
(612) 362-6629

Contact
Stephen Komives
(407) 420-7748

Join SND at
www.snd.org

Co-Sponsors
Star Tribune & the 
U of M’s Minnesota 
Journalism Center

Flight instructors
Chris Courtney is a developer for the Chicago Tribune’s 
News Application team. In 13 years with Tribune, he 
has helped launched dozens of products associated 
with every major component of the company. He’s been a 
designer, photographer, writer, copy editor, design editor, 
developer and product manager in print, web and mobile.

Yuri Victor designs news applications for 
washingtonpost.com. He has previously worked in 
digital content and design for the San Diego Union 
Tribune, Gannett Co., The Indianapolis Star and the 
Times of Munster, Ind. Yuri is a 2005 graduate of 
Purdue University, 

Coming to Minneapolis early? Contact Chris Carr. The Star Tribune will be hosting a welcome party on Thursday night (July 11). 
Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee this function will help your brain learn new things.  chris.carr@startribune.com / (612) 673-4534


